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Hosted by the Abu Dhabi National Oil Company (ADNOC), ADIPEC is the world’s most influential 
meeting place where oil, gas and energy companies and professionals will convene in-person, 
safely and securely, between 15-18 November 2021.

Taking place immediately after COP 26, ADIPEC 2021 will be the first global energy forum 
to discuss the key decisions of the UN climate meeting. It will provide the thought leadership, 
direction and strategies that will shape the strategic and policy responses for the oil and gas 
industry as it pivots to deliver net-zero energy.

The Exhibition

The ADIPEC exhibition provides a world-class environment for buyers and sellers to meet, learn, 
network, do business and discover new products, solutions and technologies from over 2,000 
exhibiting companies, which includes over 51 NOCs, IOCs and IECs as well as 26 international 
country pavilions.

The Conference

The conference programmes provide both strategic and technical insights as more than 100 
leading Ministers, CEO’s, policy makers and influencers debate and share their insights on the 
latest developments that shape the industry across the strategic programme and over 1,000 
technical experts from around the world, deliver 126 sessions across 4 days of business critical 
knowledge-exchange.

The Smart Manufacturing Zone

Co-located with ADIPEC, the newly launched Smart Manufacturing event will enable the energy 
industry to engage with the local, regional and global manufacturing sector and source the 
advanced technology and industrial solutions necessary to gain comparative advantages and 
compete successfully both at home and abroad during the energy transition.

Shaping the Future
of the Energy Industry The platform of ADIPEC has never

been more needed, because 
we are all facing the realities of 
a world turned inside out by the 
COVID-19 pandemic and we are 
all of us, in this together.

His Excellency 

Dr. Sultan Ahmed Al Jaber

Minister of Industry
and Advanced Technology, 
United Arab Emirates
and Group CEO, ADNOC

NEW FOR 2021
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ADIPEC 2021
Projected Numbers

1

Exhibiting 

International Country 

Pavilions
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Conference 
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Energy 
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Exhibition
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ADIPEC 2021 will be a powerful platform for industry stakeholders to showcase their recovery 
strategies, exchange knowledge on the latest innovations, demonstrate their advanced 
technology, strengthen and create new partnerships and conduct the business that will fast 
track recovery and lay the foundations for future success.  It will set out the energy roadmap 
that will ensure future resilience and deliver sustainable value in the years ahead.

Tayba Al Hashemi

Appointed Chair of ADIPEC
CEO of ADNOC Sour Gas



International Perspective

51 Exhibiting national and international oil, gas and 
energy companies and 26 exhibiting country pavilions 
along with over 2,000 exhibiting companies will meet 
across four days of unparalleled business networking 
to discuss and develop new opportunities.

Knowledge Exchange

With more than 1,000 ministers, CEOs, global oil, 
gas and energy business leaders and technical 
experts speaking from around the world and over 160 
conference sessions, ADIPEC is the convening power 
for the oil, gas and energy industry to shape their 
business models and strategies required to unlock, 
create and maximise value.

*Figures are compiled from an independent survey carried out by a third party.

Purchasing Power

A total of $18.9 Billion* worth of business agreements 
took place across the four days of ADIPEC 2019, a 
figure that is expected to grow in 2021. With 80% 
of attendees either a decision maker, purchaser or 
influencer, underlining the fact that the event delivers 
real business opportunities.

ADIPEC Generates the Highest Value for your Business
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The ADIPEC Exhibition provides a world-class environment for trade across the industry’s full value chain and helps generate the highest value and return on investment for 
international, regional and local oil, gas and energy businesses and professionals. The exhibition is an exceptional opportunity for businesses to network with existing and new 
customers and review the services, products and solutions that will enhance performance, increase efficiencies and help optimise costs.



32%
Middle East

North Africa &12%
The  Americas

13%
Africa

22%
Asia

21%
Europe

Attendees Breakdown by Region
A Global Business Platform Attracting 100,000 Energy Professionals from Across the World
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The ADIPEC exhibition attracts leading energy companies from around the world that bring industry leading technologies and solutions.

4

A Unique Platform for Interaction Between 
Leading NOCs, IOCs and IECs

www.ADIPEC.com

www.adipec.com/exhibitorlist

CLICK HERE TO VIEW THE FULL EXHIBITOR LIST



Canada

Canada
BelgiumAlgeria China Denmark

Denmark
Egypt France Germany India

India

Iraq Italy

Italy
Israel Japan Malaysia Netherlands

Netherlands
Norway Pakistan Poland

Russia

Russia
South Africa South Korea SudanSpain

Spain
UKTurkey

Turkey
USA

Being at the very heart of the international energy sector, ADIPEC delivers real buying power from across the world to Abu Dhabi. The energy capital and 
ADIPEC provide the ultimate business platform where country pavilions convene to boost bi-lateral trade, discuss commerce and innovation.
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26 Exhibiting Country Pavilions Including:

Claudio Descalzi

CEO
Eni

I’m always extremely pleased to take part at ADIPEC since it is one 
of the largest energy sector gatherings in the world. As Eni has 
strong ties with Abu Dhabi, we never miss such an opportunity to 
share our thoughts and plans with our partners and customers in a 
such positive environment, even more valuable today, considering 
the global challenges we have ahead in a post pandemic scenario.



To find out more about the 

Offshore & Marine Exhibition

and Conference,

visit adipec.com/offshore-marine

Confirmed Offshore & Marine Exhibitors Include:

M A R I T I M E

   Quality Marine Services 

Offshore & Marine Exhibition and Conference In Numbers

20,000+
Offshore & Marine 
Trade Visitors

20,000+
Gross SQM

250+ 
Exhibiting Companies

350+ 
Conference Delegates

30+ 
Conference Sessions

120+ 
Offshore & Marine Speakers
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Offshore & Marine Exhibition OFFSHORE & MARINE ZONE

Co-located alongside ADIPEC, the Offshore & Marine exhibition and conference is one of the world’s 
foremost meeting places for the offshore and marine sector to understand the latest developments in 
technology, meet new buyers and develop new business opportunities with NOCs, IOCs, service companies, 
EPC contractors, subsea engineering and supply chain companies.

The Offshore and Marine Conference will discuss the latest developments impacting the industry from 
collaboration and integration to how the sector needs to adapt to new IMO regulations and market conditions.

CLICK HERE TO VIEW THE FULL EXHIBITOR LIST

www.adipec.com/exhibitorlist



Drive offshore & marine investments and partnerships with an 
international and targeted offshore and marine audience.

Join key companies access specialist departments from exploration, 
production, engineering and construction companies: Meet with over 51 national 
and international oil, gas and energy companies, services companies and EPCs.

Communicate and engage with current and potential customers 
and showcase your company's specialist services.

Gain industry knowledge and share best practices with the global offshore & 
marine community and professionals at the Offshore & Marine Conference.

Help shape the future of the shipping and maritime industry through promoting 
your company's latest developments and technologies to assist in reducing carbon 
emissions and creating a more sustainable future for the industry.
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Why Exhibit?

ADIPEC is the most substantial event of its kind in the 
MENA region with a huge volume of delegates attending. 
Having a specific Offshore & Marine section helps the 
delegates to be more precise and view the pertinent 
companies with the latest technologies

Ian Roberts

Managing Director
Horizon Geosciences



To find out more about the 

Digitalisation In Energy Zone,

visit adipec.com/digitalisation-zone

Digitalisation In Energy Zone
The dedicated Digitalisation Zone at ADIPEC 2021 will be a global showcase of the technological solutions that can 
help the energy unlock untapped value and opportunities as digitalisation becomes more deeply integrated into all 
aspects of operations. The zone will connect the technology, innovation and partnerships shaping the future of the 
global energy industry post COVID-19 and showcase the digital solutions necessary to maximise value from every 
molecule produced. 

Exhibitors of the Digitalisation Zone will have the opportunity to meet and do business with key industry stakeholders 
looking to save costs, develop human capital, create value through increased productivity, improve health, safety and 
environment measures and applications, reduce emissions and use data to drive business transformation.

From Artificial Intelligence to Blockchain Technology, Big Data to Machine Learning, Equipment Sensors to Cloud 
& Edge Computing, Cyber Security to Robotics, Drones and Internet of Things (IoT), the zone will bring together 
disruptive SMEs and leading technology companies under one roof and will enable the energy industry to anticipate, 
understand and remain ahead of emerging technological trends.

Digitalisation In Energy Exhibition 

and Conference in Numbers

4,000+
Digitalisation focused 
attendees

1,500+
Gross sqm 
space

100+
Exhibiting companies

110+
Theatre presentations

Confirmed Digitalisation In Energy Exhibitors Include:
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CLICK HERE TO VIEW

THE FULL EXHIBITOR LIST

www.adipec.com/exhibitorlist

DIGITALISATION IN ENERGY ZONE



Why should SME’s and 
Technology Companies Exhibit?

Digitalisation is key to the future growth and increased efficiency of the 
energy sector and will be at the forefront of ADIPEC 2021.

New technologies will be showcased, while discussions and debates will 
focus on the implications of digitalisation for the industry and the best ways 
emerging technologies can be utilised.

Industry experts and businesses can experience the entire spectrum of 

digitalisation, from Big Data, to Cloud to Machine Learning in order to gain 
the best insights into their potential and evaluate what works best for them to 
optimise efficiency and productivity.

The entire energy industry is moving towards taking full advantage of 

what new technologies have to offer and the latest innovations will all be on 
show for the benefit of all across the oil, gas and energy sector.
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Presenting TDE Group in the Digitalisation Zone of ADIPEC was 
beyond expectation as we could capitalise on the ongoing trend for 
digital transformation and improving drilling efficiency. As a result, 
we are looking forward to ADIPEC 2021 where we will return to the 
Digitalisation Zone with a larger stand in a prime location

Prof. Gerhard Thonhauser

Chairman and CTO
TDE Group



To find out more about the 

Digitalisation In Energy Zone,

visit adipec.com/digitalisation-zone

Smart Manufacturing Zone 

Transforming The Future
of Global Manufacturing

Co-located alongside ADIPEC, the newly launched Smart Manufacturing Zone will provide a unique platform 
for the manufacturing industry to gain insights into the energy transition and identify the challenges and 
opportunities for manufacturing in the drive to net zero carbon energy.

Bridging the gap between energy, manufacturing and high tech sectors to accelerate economic development 
and diversification, the Smart Manufacturing zone will help reshape the energy industry by providing access 
to today’s rapidly evolving manufacturing technologies that will enable companies to optimise their operations, 
enhance performance and relieve pressure on margins.

As Industry 4.0 transforms global business, the Smart Manufacturing Zone will enable manufacturers, in 
partnership with the energy industry, to unlock greater value and boost productivity as rapidly evolving 
technologies, including artificial intelligence, the internet of things and advanced robotics transform value chain.

SMART MANUFACTURING ZONE

10 www.ADIPEC.com



Why exhibit at the Smart 
Manufacturing Zone?

Event Core Sectors:

Leverage the event as a platform to demonstrate your vision of a smart 
manufacturing landscape.

Highlight your products and services to an audience looking to digitally transform 
their operations.

Explore new market strategies to gain a competitive edge in the transforming 
manufacturing industry value chain.

Forge relationships with stakeholders and decision-makers looking to 

Make the right connections with those who matter in the manufacturing industry.

1

2

3

4

5

• Materials Management 4.0
• Industrial Internet Of Things (IIoT)
• Supply Chain And Logistics
• Computer Aided Manufacturing
• Instrumentation And Control
• Industrial Automation, Robotics and Lasers
• Sustainbale Materials

• Nanotechnology
• Additive Manufacturing
• Material Informatics
• Responsive And Smart Materials
• Advanced Composites
• Surface Engineering
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Attendee Breakdown by Level of Purchasing Responsibility* Attendee Breakdown by Yearly Purchase Budget*

Exhibitor Satisfaction Results*

Exhibit your Products, Services and Solutions
to Key Decision Makers

In the future, if we 
want to continue 
to grow we have to 
put our money and 
our capital, mainly 
in growing markets. 
We see two growing 
markets, one is 
electricity and in 
particular renewables, 
and the other one 
is natural gas, in 
particular LNG.

Patrick Pouyanné

Chairman and CEO
TotalEnergies
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92%

Met or exceeded 
their ROI

93%

Met or exceeded 
their objectives

87%

Exhibitors were satisfied with the number of 
new customers they met at ADIPEC

93%

Of past exhibitors 
said they will exhibit 
again at ADIPEC

86%

Booked onsite or confirmed 
plans to participate in 2021

60%

19%

10%

11%

37%

27%

20%

16% Joint decision UP TO - US$5,000,000

 Influence decision US$100,000,000 - 
US$50,000,000

Suggest/Initiate new 
product launch

US$50,000,000+Final decision

US$5,000,000 - 
US$100,000,000

*Results are compiled from an independent survey carried out by a third party.

*Results are compiled from an independent survey carried out by a third party.

Why do Exhibitors 

Participate at ADIPEC?* 

70%

Generate new 
sales leads

67%

Increase their brand's 
reach/presence



Attendees Breakdown by Company Type*

The World’s Most Influential Meeting Point for 
Energy Professionals

Many pure play companies are diversifying because of what 
their customers need. bp are a one stop shop, we can provide 
clean affordable and reliable energy. As renewables penetrate 
more and more into the energy mix, the challenges and 
complexities becomes bigger. As bp we are committed to 
creating value for all and we are going to prove it as well.

Bernard Looney

CEO
bp
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31%

28%

19%

11%

11%
International Oil 
Companies (IOCs)

Service Companies

National Oil 
Companies (NOCs)

EPC Contractors

Rest Of The Value Chain

*Results are compiled from an independent survey carried out by a third party.

Keep up to date with
market trends

77%

See new
products/innovation

60%

Identify new opportunities/
markets

58%

Source new
suppliers

57%

Seek potential 
business partners

56%

Why Do Visitors Attend ADIPEC?*



Conferences



Paul Krugman

2008 Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences, Distinguished 
Professor in Economics, CUNY Graduate Center, Op-Ed 
Columnist for The New York Times, Author

Global trade has held up well, we have severe restrictions on mobility of people 
but not on mobility of goods. As a result global trade volume is almost back to 
pre-pandemic levels, just some 8 months into the crisis. Whereas it took almost 
3 years to have that kind of recovery after the 2008/9 financial crisis.



Strategic Conference

The ADIPEC 2021 Strategic Program will enable attendees to gain unique insights into how the energy industry can align itself with the outcomes of COP 26 and post pandemic 
market dynamics, in order to thrive in the face of the growing global ambition for sustainable, integrated, low carbon energy value chains.

Post COP 26, ADIPEC 2021 will gather leaders from industry, government, finance and technology to share perspectives on how the low carbon energy landscape will evolve, 
and discuss crucial industry topics, such as energy demand dynamics; the impact of innovative climate navigation technologies, such as CCUS and hydrogen; shifts in 
government policy and the specific energy solutions required to succeed in the evolving global energy ecosystem. 

In the immediate aftermath of COP 26, ADIPEC 2021 will showcase how the industry is responding to the  uncertainty created by the pandemic, bringing clarity to a not-so-distant 
future and unlocking new value opportunities, in an era of accelerating climate-driven priorities.

Unlocking The New Value Opportunities In The Energy System
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The ADIPEC 2021 Strategic Conference will focus on the crucial changes that the industry is 
going through, zeroing in on 4 major themes, each of which provides critical insights into the 
new trends and challenges that leaders need to address to take advantage of change and 
ensure success through energy transitions:

Strategic Conference 
Themes by Day:

New market dynamics in a changing energy world.  

DAY 1 MONDAY 15 NOVEMBER 2021

Fueling the future: the new energy agenda.  

DAY 2 TUESDAY 16 NOVEMBER 2021

Building the energy company of the future:

new business models and investment flows.

DAY 3 WEDNESDAY 17 NOVEMBER 2021

Transformational technologies:

unlocking the engines of change.  

DAY 4 THURSDAY 18 NOVEMBER 2021
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Past ADIPEC Strategic Conference Speakers Included:

Her Excellency

Hala Adel Zawati 

Minister of Energy and 

Mineral Resources

Jordan

Paul Krugman

2008 Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic 

Sciences, Distinguished Professor in 

Economics, CUNY Graduate Center,

Op-Ed Columnist for The New York Times

Author

His Excellency

Ahmed Ali Al Sayegh

Minister of State

United Arab Emirates 

and Chairman, ADGM

Takayuki Ueda

President & CEO

INPEX CORPORATION

Omar Suwaina Al Suwaidi

ADIPEC Chairman and Commercial 

& In-Country Value Director

ADNOC

His Excellency

Shri Dharmendra Pradhan

Minister of Petroleum and 

Natural Gas, Minister of Steel

India

Frank Fannon

Assistant Secretary

Bureau of Energy Resources

US Department of State

His Excellency

Dr Sultan Ahmed Al Jaber

UAE Minister of Industry 

and Advanced Technology 

and ADNOC Group CEO

Vicki Hollub

President & CEO

Occidental

Yaser Saeed Almazrouei

Executive Director

Upstream Directorate

ADNOC

His Excellency

Kajiyama Hiroshi

Minister of Economy

Trade and Industry

Japan

 Shawn Tupper

Associate Deputy Minister

Natural Resources Canada

His Excellency

Suhail Mohamed Al Mazrouei 

Minister of Energy and 

Infrastructure

United Arab Emirates

 Joseph McMonigle

Secretary General

International Energy 

Forum (IEF)

Philippe Boisseau

CEO

Cepsa

Rt Hon

Graham Stuart MP

Minister for Exports

UK

 His Excellency

Mohammad Barkindo

Secretary General

Organization of the Petroleum 

Exporting Countries (OPEC)

Her Excellency

Sarah bint Yousif Al Amiri

Minister of State

for Advanced Technology

United Arab Emirates

UAE Space Agency Chairwoman

Abdulmunim Saif Al Kindy

Executive Director, People, Technology

& Corporate Support Directorate

ADNOC

Meg Gentle

President & CEO

Tellurian

His Excellency

Arifin Tasrif

Minister of Energy and 

Mineral Resources

Republic of Indonesia

Patrick Pouyanné

Chairman and CEO

Total

His Excellency

Shaikh Mohamed bin Khalifa Al Khalifa

Minister of Oil

Kingdom of Bahrain

Mario Mehren

CEO

Wintershall Dea

Alfred Stern

CEO

Borealis

 His Excellency

Chief Timipre Sylva

Minister of State for 

Petroleum Resources

Nigeria

Claudio Descalzi

CEO

Eni

His Excellency

Supattanapong Punmeechaow

Deputy Prime Minister

and Minister of Energy

Thailand

Wim Roels

CEO

Borouge PTE

  Fatima Al Nuaimi 

CEO

ADNOC LNG

His Excellency

Gabriel Mbaga Obiang Lima 

Minister of Mines

and Hydrocarbons

Equatorial Guinea

Dai Houliang

Chairman

CNPC

His Excellency

Tarek El Molla

Minister of Petroleum 

and Mineral Resources

Arab Republic of Egypt 

Lorenzo Simonelli

Chairman and CEO

Baker Hughes

Shrikant Madhav Vaidya

Chairman

IndianOil

His Excellency

Eng. Khairy Abdel Rahman 

Acting Minister of Energy 

and Mining

Sudan

Bernard Looney

CEO

bp

His Excellency

Pavel Sorokin

Deputy Minister of Energy

Russia Federation

Jeremy Weir

Executive Chairman and CEO

Trafigura   

Niek den Hollander

CEO

Uniper Global 

Commodities

His Excellency

Ihsan Ismaael

Minister of Oil

Iraq

Dr Fatih Birol

Executive Director

International Energy Agency

His Royal Highness

Prince Abdulaziz bin Salman Al-Saud 

Minister of Energy

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Bob Dudley

Chairman

Oil and Gas Climate 

Initiative (OGCI)

Olivier Le Peuch

CEO

Schlumberger
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Abdulkareem Al Masabi

CEO

ADNOC Logistics

and Services

Dr Ayed S. Al-Qahtani

Director 

Research Division

OPEC 

Neal Anderson

CEO and President

Wood Mackenzie

Antoine Halff

Adjunct Senior

Research Scholar

Center on Global Energy Policy

Columbia University

Stuart Williams

President

ICE Futures Europe

Dr.-Ing. Christian Bruch

President & CEO

Siemens Energy AG

Carlos Pascual

Senior Vice President 

Global Energy

IHS Markit

Dr Jan Ban

Senior Research Analyst

Energy Studies Department 

OPEC

Arthur Hanna

Strategy Advisor, ADIPEC

Board Director Copenhagen 

Institute of Future Studies and 

Associate Professor of Economics

at Loughborough University

Kayo Fujiwara

Crude Trading GM

ENEOS

Dr Bakheet Al Katheeri

CEO

Mubadala Petroleum

Jérôme Schmitt

Chairman

OGCI Executive Committee

Rahul Kapoor

Vice President - Global Head

of Commodity Analytics 

& Research, Maritime & Trade

IHS Markit

Eithne Treanor

Presenter

ADIPEC

Alex Schindelar 

President

Energy Intelligence

Dr Daniel Yergin

Vice Chairman

IHS Markit

Muqsit Ashraf

Senior Managing Director

Global Energy Lead

Accenture

Dr Haris Aliefendic

Senior Research Analyst

Energy Studies Department

OPEC

Julius Walker

Senior Research Analyst

Energy Studies Department

OPEC

Martin Fraenkel

President, S&P Global Platts 

and CRISIL Limited Board 

Member

Francesco La Camera 

Director-General

IRENA

Jason Bordoff

Founding Director, Center on Global 

Energy Policy and Professor of 

Professional Practice International Affairs

Columbia University

Raad Alkadiri

Senior Director

BCG Center for Energy Impact

Ron Maclnnes

President

Keppel LeTourneau

Helima Croft

Managing Director and Global 

Head of Commodity Strategy, 

Global Research

RBC Capital Markets

Hajime Wakuda

President

JOGMEC

David Eyton

EVP

Innovation & Engineering

bp

Russell Hardy

CEO

Vitol

Rachid Majiti

Senior Partner and Leader of 

Global Energy and Materials 

Practice for EEMA

McKinsey & Company

Khaled Salmeen

Executive Director

Marketing, Supply and Trading

ADNOC 

Steve Sedgwick

Anchor

CNBC

Michael Stoppard

Chief Strategist 

Global Gas

IHS Markit

Dr Abderrezak Benyoucef

Head

Energy Studies Department

OPEC

Elena Skvortsova

Chief Commercial Officer 

OMV

Steve Barnett

Executive Director 

Business Development

ADGM

Ali Shehab

Acting CEO

Kuwait Oil Tanker Company 

(KOTC)

Moufid Benmerabet

Chief Downstream

Oil Industry Analyst

Energy Studies Department 

OPEC

John Defterios

CNN Business Emerging Markets 

Editor and Anchor

Tamim Saleh

Senior Partner and Leader 

of Digital and Analytics 

Practice in Europe

McKinsey & Company

Philippe Khoury

Executive Vice President

Marketing, Supply and Trading

ADNOC

Girish K. Saligram

President & CEO

Weatherford

Maurice Berns

Managing Director & Senior Partner

Global Leader of Oil & Gas Sector

Boston Consulting Group

Pablo Avogadri

Partner and Associate Director

Boston Consulting Group

Lars Eirik Nicolaisen

Deputy CEO & Partner

Rystad Energy

   Alan Nelson

CTO

ADNOC

 Steve Hill

Executive Vice President 

Shell Energy

Bob McNally

President

Rapidan Energy Group

Dan Murphy

Correspondent

CNBC

Bijali Nair

Regional Offshore Class Manager  

South East Europe, Africa Middle 

East & India

DNV GL

Mele Kyari

Group Managing Director

Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation

NNPC
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Technical Conference
The ADIPEC Technical Conference is the single 
largest technical meeting place for oil, gas 
and energy engineers worldwide, providing 
unprecedented access to the latest industry 
knowledge, technical expertise, applications, 
products, solutions and services.

Curated by the Society of Petroleum Engineers, the 
technical conference sessions, cover a wide and 
diverse range of technical and engineering insights 
that will drive ideas, overcome challenges, create 
new value and highlight innovation.

With 126 technical conference sessions, across 
16 technical categories, the Technical Conference 
program is the right platform to source the 
knowledge, technology, innovation and partnerships 
required to ensure future operational and technical 
resilience.

126 Sessions Across 16 Technical Categories

Sustainable Development 
and Environmental 

Stewardship in The Oil 
and Gas Industry

Enhanced Oil 
Recovery

People Development 
and Diversity

Artificial Intelligence, 
Robotics, and Hybrid 
Intelligent Systems

Production 
Facilities

Health and Safety Project 
Management

Oil Field 
Development and 

Management

Drilling Operations Unconventional Resources 
Development

GeosciencesOffshore and Marine Well Completions Operational 
Excellence

Gas Field 
Development and 

Management

Oil And Gas 4.0:
A Journey to Digital 

Transformation
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Technical Conference Organised By



10 Downstream Technical Categories 

Downstream Technical Conference
The ADIPEC Downstream Technical Conference will 
offer the opportunity for industry leaders, experts, and 
decision makers to uncover the most pertinent market 
updates, forge new partnerships and promote cutting-
edge technologies that will support downstream business 
growth in the era of lower carbon energy. 

With the industry’s transition to lower-carbon operations 
and the implementation of new sustainable and circular 
economy strategies, the  conference will offer the 
downstream sector access to unique insights into how 
companies can transform their downstream businesses 
to take on the challenges of supply, demand and 
decarbonisation.

With 10 dedicated technical categories critical to the 
decarbonisation of operations, the conference will help 
define a resilient downstream road map to a successful 
lower carbon future.

Developing The Next Generation 
and Promoting Gender Equality in a 
Sustainable Downstream Industry

Operational Excellence, 
Maintenance and HSE

Digitalisation and Ccus Technologies in 
Petrochemical Plants and Refineries

Co2 Capture and Utilisation and 
Transportation from New Energy Sources

Environment Protection, Energy 
Efficiency and Circular Economy

Project Management, Engineering 
Technology and Implementation

Gas Processing, Hydrogen 
Technology and Operations

Global Trends in the 
Downstream Industry 

Refining Technology, 
Operations and Marketing

Petrochemicals Technology 
and Operations
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 Downstream Technical Conference

Organised By
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OFFSHORE & MARINE CONFERENCE

Paving the Way to a Decarbonised and Digitalised Maritime Sector

The last two years caused turmoil in the industries globally, and the maritime sector 
was not an exception. Disrupted supply chains and plummeted cargo volumes caused 
challenges to the offshore and marine industry, however, they also helped establish a 
solid ground for the required transformation.

How can different parts of the supply chain work together to improve efficiency, achieve 
much-needed resilience, emerge stronger and rebuild their business operations? What 
is the role of digital solutions in helping the industry to accelerate the response to the 
pandemic, whilst developing their energy transition strategies? What steps do companies 
need to take to make sure decarbonisation still remains at the forefront for the offshore 
and marine sector? 

ADIPEC 2021 Offshore and Marine Conference will gather industry leaders, influencers 
and decision-makers from the entire maritime supply chain to meet in-person and 
address the most pressing industry challenges such as digitalisation strategies, 
decarbonisation pathways as well as strategic partnerships that will uncover synergies 
enabling improved efficiency and profitability of the offshore and marine sector.

Offshore & Marine Conference

The Offshore & Marine trade 
plays a vital part in the global oil 
and gas industry and this is well 
represented at ADIPEC

Abdulkareem Al Masabi

Chief Executive Officer
ADNOC Logistics & Services
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INCLUSION & DIVERSITY

Securing The Future Energy Workforce

According to industry studies, the future of jobs is changing; during the pandemic remote 
work was introduced along with new automation and AI driven jobs, and a developed social 
awareness of inclusion, diversity and environmental issues that impact job seekers’ choices.

The ADIPEC 2021 Inclusion and Diversity in Energy Conference will address these topics 
and focus on the major equity and equality paradigm shifts that promote equal opportunities, 
reinforce corporate accountability and close the gender gap in the energy transition.

Global leaders and advocates of diversity, equity and inclusion will converge to discuss the 
challenges and opportunities in maneuvering this cyclical industry with the aim of establishing 
strategies and equitable solutions that attract and retain talent, creating a resilient and 
sustainable energy industry.

Inclusion & Diversity in
Energy Conference

It is only natural that the oil and gas industry should harness the magnitude of talent that 
is flowing into the country and the industry. ADIPEC’s Inclusion and Diversity in Energy 
Conference is of paramount importance to bring everyone together and direct change

Omar Al Qurashi

Director of Corporate Communications and General Services
Supreme Council of Energy
Inclusion and Diversity in Energy Advisory Board Member (2018)



We invite you to nominate people, companies or projects that have 
demonstrated outstanding commitment to advancing the oil, gas and energy 
landscape. The ideas, initiatives and disruptors driving the industry forward.

The ADIPEC Awards 2021
With the UAE celebrating its Golden Jubilee in 2021 and embarking on the journey to the next 50 years, 
The ADIPEC Awards continues to distinguish and celebrate the projects, people and ideas that are 
pushing boundaries, elevating how we do business and shaping the energy system of the future.

Now in our 11th year, The ADIPEC Awards has 10 categories for nomination, which have evolved to 
embrace and recognize feats in Digitalisation, Sustainability, Research, Innovation, Partnerships, Young 
Talent and more.

Our esteemed 2021 Jury Panel will explore and commend the companies and individuals capturing 
emerging opportunities, driving transformative change, making a lasting impact and embracing the future

We need to look ahead to the next 
decade, be visionary and embrace the 
new normal. We must address the new 
challenges and make strategic choices. 
The ADIPEC Awards are designed to 
bring resolutions to the fore, that will put 
the industry on a trajectory toward the 
future.

The ADIPEC Awards shines a light on 
the oil, gas and energy industry’s leading 
innovators, the projects, companies, 
and individuals exploring possibilities 
that can reshape our world

Fatema Al Nuaimi

CEO, ADNOC LNG
ADIPEC Awards Chairperson
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*This category is not open to 
public nominations.

Breakthrough Research

Of The Year

Lifetime Achievement 
Award*

*This category is not open to public nominations.

Breakthrough 
Technological Project 

Of The Year

Digital Transformation 
Project Of The Year

5

Social Contribution And

Local-Content Project Of 
The Year

Oil And Gas Inclusion And 
Diversity Company Of The Year

Innovation In 
Decarbonisation Company 

Of The Year

Young Technical Professional

Of The Year

Oil And Gas Start-Up 
Company

Of The Year

Operational Excellence Company 
Of The Year (Excellence In 

Remote Operations)

2021 Awards Categories
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2021 KEY DATES

Submission Deadline

5 July

Open for Entries

23 March

Submission Evaluation

Processes

July - October

Finalists Announcement

August

ADIPEC 2021 Official 

Opening Ceremony and the 

ADIPEC Awards Ceremony

15 November



+971 (0)2 444 4909adipecroundtables@dmgevents.comPlease contact

To Register your Interest for the Leadership Roundtables

Leadership Roundtables
The Middle East Energy Club's Leadership Suite will host a series of exclusive, closed door strategic roundtables. By invitation only and exclusively attended by Ministers, 
CEOs, C-level executives and policymakers, the roundtables will address the challenges and opportunities facing the industry, especially on how leaders are positioning 
and taking actions to address the climate challenge and pivot to the new, driving growth over the next decade. 

The ADIPEC 2021 Leadership Roundtables will address: 

1. The new geopolitics of energy and the evolving dynamics of supply and demand. What will unfold in 2022 and how will the industry transform?

2. The industry is pivoting to new business models and technologies to be able to respond to the net-zero challenge. What are viable paths ahead?  

3. How to secure investment for the new and meet investors’ ESG requirements? How to create stakeholder value in the new energy landscape? 

4. The future of supply chains, mobility markets, electrification and the next generation of transport fuels. Leading on all fronts, which levers will be effective and 
essential for energy companies to master through transformational change?

5. Developing and employing breakthrough technologies to reduce carbon and methane emissions; new partnerships, business models and what investments are 
required to develop the right technologies and its effective implementation?
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Charting the climate action path from COP26 to COP27

Understanding this fundamental pivot and acting towards climate change is one of 
the biggest responsibilities for leaders worldwide. This Ministerial Roundtable invites 
attendees to share their messages, strategies, cross industry initiatives and pledges to 
continue their sustainability agenda and plan the road ahead for COP27.

Roundtable 1

Revolutionising the new mobility ecosystem: how will the future of 

transportation change energy demand?  

A key roundtable session for attendees looking to understand the changing dynamics of 
the transportation sector and what the future of energy will be; including the hydrogen 
revolution, the growing role of EVs and what the role of fossil fuels in mobility will be.  

Roundtable 5

Decarbonising the oil and gas industry

Attendees will be able to explore the many strategies and solutions available to fast track 
their decarbonisation strategies, what bottlenecks need to be overcome and the urgent 
need to operate efficiently, sustainably, delivering value across portfolios and future 
investments.  

Roundtable 3

Digitalising energy: driving the transition to net-zero 

Attendees will gather insights about how digitalisation, innovation and cross-sector 
partnerships are fundamental in supporting organisations as they develop, invest and 
deploy technology to meet the world’s climate ambitious; best strategies that lead to 
innovation and how to accomplish a truly digital and greener value chain. 

Roundtable 7

Collaborating to define the global energy future
The oil and gas industry understands the important role it plays in meeting the world’s 
net-zero goals and is committed to transform, reinvent and take the necessary actions 
towards sustainable development. A must-attend session for attendees looking to 
understand how OPEC and non-OPEC members are creating a balanced energy industry 
whilst supporting the UNFCCC’s principles and common goals. 

Roundtable 2

Transforming organisations through purpose, culture and talent 

For attendees looking to understand what are the roles of the future, how work dynamics 
have changed and what are the best approaches to attract, retain and create inclusive, 
diverse, talented teams that support companies’ growth and help build the organisation of 
the future. 

Roundtable 6

Investing in ESG vs Socially Responsible Investing: how to manage risks and 

unlock opportunities for long-term growth?

For attendees looking to understand how to drive their ESG and SRI investment agendas 
and leverage new opportunities. In this session we will address how to manage the 
risks, rewards and stakeholder requirements to continue investing responsibly towards a 
successful energy transition.  

Roundtable  4

Decarbonising the shipping industry: repositioning for the future 

A must-attend roundtable for attendees looking to understand strategies, approaches and 
best technologies to decarbonise the shipping industry and how the industry is meeting 
the IMO’s requirements. 

Roundtable 8
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For Middle East Energy Club Enquiries

mecc@dmgevents.com | www.adipec.com/mepc | +971 (0) 2 444 4909

The Middle East Energy Club
Connecting the Energy Industry Elite

The Middle East Energy Club is a unique business-focused VIP club connecting the energy 
industry’s leaders, innovators and influencers.

Welcoming the business elite since 2012, The Middle East Energy Club offers our members 
first-class hospitality, set within the unparalleled event programme of ADIPEC, the world’s 
most influential meeting point for energy professionals.

The Middle East Energy Club is an inner sanctum of five-star lounges and meeting 
suites where our members can spend their time networking with fellow industry leaders, 
government officials and policymakers outside the formal structure of the conference 
programme. We take pride in curating an atmosphere of relaxed sophistication and luxury 
for members to convene, collaborate and influence the future of the energy landscape.

The Middle East Energy Club is specifically intended for the industry’s most senior 
executives and influential individuals. An enclave of exclusivity and privacy, the Middle East 
Energy Club membership is invitation-only.

COMMUNICATION

With over 3,500 member, including dignitaries, ministers, CEOs, 
global leaders and executive management from around the 
world, The Middle East Energy Club offers the ultimate platform to 
connect with like-minded peers.

INFLUENCE
A stimulating environment where members can engage in 
business-critical conversations that can lead to future growth and 
influence industry trends in an evolving energy landscape.

CONNECTION

With so many distinguished members gathered under one roof 
across four days of high-volume business discussions, The Middle 
East Energy Club provides the ideal environment for building 
successful business partnerships.
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Held under the patronage of His Excellency Sheikh Nahyan Mabarak Al Nahyan, 
Minister of Tolerance and Coexistence, Young ADIPEC 2021 will host the 9th edition of 
the programme, fully supported by Abu Dhabi Department of Education and Knowledge 
(ADEK). Since its creation back in 2013, the Young ADIPEC programme has received 
praise and recognition from across the oil, gas and energy industry.

Aimed at High School students aged between 14 and 17 years old, Young ADIPEC is 
designed to win the hearts and minds of today’s youth and highlight the wealth and 
diversity of career opportunities in the sector.

The programme connects high school students with the oil, gas and energy industry to 
foster a new generation of talent and leadership capable of harnessing the benefits of a 
newly digitalised value chain and navigating the macro and micro uncertainties created 
by market volatility, an aggressive environmental agenda and geopolitical shifts.

Over 2,500 students from across the UAE have passed through the programme since 
its inception in 2013 and the aim is to continue to grow this number in 2021 as we 
prepare to engage and encourage students to explore what the industry has to offer.

For Young ADIPEC Enquiries

ADIPEC.ya@dmgevents.com  |  www.ADIPEC.com/youngADIPEC

Young ADIPEC YOUNG ADIPEC
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Taking place on Sunday 14 November 2021, the ADIPEC Golf day offers an exclusive 
opportunity to engage with 100+ key industry players and build important relationships 
in a relaxed social atmosphere prior to the official opening day of ADIPEC. The golf 
day is held at Abu Dhabi Golf Club which offers one of the most luxurious golf resort 
experiences within the Middle East, in full management with the worldwide renowned 
Troon Golf.

Abu Dhabi Golf Club is home to 27 holes of Championship golf. The National, Abu 
Dhabi’s 18 hole Championship course, provides a tough but fair challenge and is home 
to one of the European Tour’s most popular events, the Abu Dhabi HSBC Championship 
presented by EGA, A Rolex Series Event.

With lush fairways, strategically placed bunkers and immaculate greens, the course has 
been described as a “super course” by leading representatives of the golfing press.

The Golf day begins with a warm-up before teams of four play the 18-hole championship 
course and culminates with dinner and prize-giving.

For Golf Day Enquiries

ADIPEC.golf@dmgevents.com  |  www.ADIPEC.com/golf

Golf Day GOLF DAY



Built on the foundation of entrepreneurship and innovation, dmg events continues to bring together leading companies and talented people to 
provide business professionals with high quality trade shows, conferences, information and connections. 

As we advance into the next phases of reopening and restrictions are lifted, the return of in-person experiences is on the horizon.

It is paramount that the proper steps are taken and the correct policies and procedures are put in place to ensure the safest environment possible 
is created.

At dmg events, our commitment to delivering exceptional live in-person events that support economic growth and recovery, will be reinforced by a 
four-point framework designed to protect our colleagues, exhibitors, visitors, delegates and contractors.

The measures we will put in place will ensure the health and wellbeing of our participants and provide reassurances to all who visit our events, that 
they are in a safe environment.

In collaboration with leading industry associations (AEO - Association of Event Organizers, UFI – The Global Association of the Event Industry and 
AAXO - The Association of African Exhibition Organisers), the dmg events All Secure framework provides a detailed set of enhanced health and 
safety measures that are practical, effective and widely considered to be best practice for the events industry.

These guidelines will work in conjunction with advice from Public Health Authorities and venues to ensure our events are operating in accordance 
with local rules as well as meeting international standards.

We are eagerly anticipating welcoming you back, as we continue to keep businesses informed and connected, creating vibrant marketplaces and 
accelerate their business through face-to-face events.

Putting Your Safety First 

dmg events AllSecure

Click Here To Download The All Secure Guide

Cornerstones

Cleaning & Hygiene CommunicationProtect & DetectPhysical Distancing

The All Secure Standards comprise four key cornerstones, providing assurance and confidence that all our events have health and safety as our 
number one priority.
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Follow @ADIPECOfficial for real time  updates

Like @ADIPECofficialpage

Share photos @officialADIPEC

Browse videos @ADIPEC Official

Connect on @ADIPEC Exhibition and Conference

#ADIPEC  #ADIPEC2021  #ADNOC  #ATTENDINPERSON www.ADIPEC.com

Media Village

Young ADIPEC

Capital Suites - Technical Conference

Conference Halls A & B

The Middle East Energy Club

Digitalisation in Energy

ICC Hall

Exhibition Halls -01 14

ADIPEC VENUE MAP

CONFERENCE & DELEGATE ENQUIRIES

  ADIPEC.delegate@dmgevents.com

FOR GENERAL ENQUIRIES

  ADIPEC@dmgevents.com     +971 (0) 2 444 4909

FOR EXHIBITION ENQUIRIES

  ADIPEC.sales@dmgevents.com

FOR SPONSORSHIP ENQUIRIES

  ADIPEC.sponsorship@dmgevents.com

Middle East Energy Club 
Leadership Suite

Car park A

ICC Hall

Opening Ceremony

Aloft HotelCar park B

Andaz Capital Gate Hotel

B
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